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Haunted Adventure

*Revenge of the Spirit: Rite of Resurrection* embodies the best traditions of *mystic Hidden Object Adventure* games with evil spirits, ancient curses and magic books. You take on the role of a detective who falls asleep behind the wheel to find herself in a town enveloped in fog. The residents are losing their mind, the dead rise from their graves, and a woman’s specter is the seat of the trouble. Either you defeat it, or lose your soul as the rest of the townsfolk.

Gloomy and somewhat vague art style is meant to amplify the haunted storyline. Disturbing soundtrack and ambient sounds also contribute to the *eerie atmosphere* of the game.

Two difficulty modes are offered to suit both new to the genre and experienced players:

- **Casual** (Hint and Skip buttons are recharge faster, a screen freezes for just a while in case of random tapping in hidden object scenes)
- **Advanced** (Hint and Skip take longer to recharge, stricter penalty for random tapping in hidden object scenes).

Users may also take an advantage of double, triple or fivefold acceleration offered as in-app purchases, and thus additionally reduce Hint and Skip buttons recharge time.
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Creative Hidden Object Gameplay

The game features **25 hidden object scenes**. The items highlighted in green require an extra step to obtain, (i.e. feed a hungry raccoon, charge a crossbow and shoot to get a broken heart, etc.). Blue floating runes indicate the HO scenes.

16 puzzles and mini-games vary general find-and-apply gameplay. Some of them are common for HOPA genre (i.e. memory match, gears, maze, jigsaw, etc.), while a few are quite original. Tap the question mark in the bottom left to get the instructions.

Hint and Skip buttons are there to help you if you get stuck. Hint works both in HO scenes and walk-through locations, prompting possible actions. Current tasks and important notes are also shown in your notebook in the bottom left.

Estimated gameplay time:
5-6 hours in advanced mode.
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Bonus Chapter

Upon completing the main quest and saving the cursed town, users are offered to continue playing and defeat the evil once for all. The bonus chapter is available as an in-app purchase.

Featuring new 15 locations and 10 mini-games and HO tasks, bonus adventure provides another 30 minutes of gameplay.

iOS Version Optimizations

The original PC version has undergone certain charges. Apart of graphics improvements to meet retina display requirements, we have totally modified the UI to ensure perfect performance on iPhone/iPad.
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